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Abstract

This study investigates the robustness and gen-
eralization of transformer-based models for au-
tomatic media bias detection. We explore the
behavior of current bias classifiers by analyz-
ing feature attributions and stress-testing with
adversarial datasets. The findings reveal a dis-
proportionate focus on rare but strongly con-
notated words, suggesting a rather superficial
understanding of linguistic bias and challenges
in contextual interpretation. This problem is
further highlighted by inconsistent bias assess-
ment when stress-tested with different entities
and minorities. Enhancing automatic media
bias detection models is critical to improving
inclusivity in media, ensuring balanced and fair
representation of diverse perspectives.

1 Introduction

With increased capability in NLP methods, auto-
matic media bias detection has improved rapidly.
While transformer-based models are now predomi-
nantly used for media bias detection tasks, concerns
remain about the robustness and generalization of
these models. There have been indications that the
models use shortcuts in classification, leading to
a superficial rather than fundamental understand-
ing of bias (Wessel et al., 2023). For example, the
BABE model by Spinde et al. (2021) demonstrates
this issue in its approach to linguistic bias detec-
tion. It assigns biased confidence levels to named
entities like "Donald Trump" (classified bias with a
0.531 confidence) and "Hillary Clinton" (classified
not biased with a 0.809 confidence), erroneously
suggesting bias based on names alone.1 This in-
dicates a critical problem: the model associates
certain names with bias, undermining its ability
to generalize and accurately assess bias based on
context. However, to what extent this is a problem

1Note that this, of course, does not mean that politicians
cannot be biased. However, linguistic bias focuses on the
influence of word choice and phrasing in conveying bias.

in automatic media bias detection has not yet been
explored.
Through an attribution score analysis, this study
finds that the methods disproportionately focus
on a small subset of strongly connotated, rare
words. Newly created Checklist-based (Ribeiro
et al., 2020) adversarial test sets further show the
reliance on specific tokens and limited contextual
understanding, pointing to spurious cues influenc-
ing the detection.2

These findings call for developing more robust
media bias detection models as they ensure fair
and unbiased representation of diverse voices and
perspectives, preventing the perpetuation of stereo-
types and promoting a more equitable and inclusive
discourse in media content.

2 Related Work

2.1 Media Bias

Media bias in journalism and communication is
often characterized as presenting information in a
prejudiced or slanted manner, with multiple sub-
types and definitions explored in scholarly litera-
ture (Hamborg et al., 2019; Baumer et al., 2015).
Media bias on a text level is induced by linguistic
bias, stemming from traditional linguistic features
or stereotype-conveying word choices (Recasens
et al., 2013), and context bias, where surrounding
content shapes perceived meaning (Hube and Fe-
tahu, 2019).

The detection of media bias has seen signifi-
cant advancements, particularly with the advent of
transformer-based approaches that have improved
the classification of media bias (Spinde et al., 2021).
Automatic media bias detection helps readers criti-
cally evaluate news (Spinde, 2021), while offering
researchers methods to identify biases (Hamborg

2We make all code and data publicly available under:

github.com/Media-Bias-Group/beyond-the-surface
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et al., 2019) and assisting journalists in reporting
objectively (Hamborg et al., 2018). As datasets
are usually manually labeled, they rely on small,
topic-restricted datasets (Wessel et al., 2023). This
raises the likelihood of classifications based on spu-
rious cues by overfitting to dataset-specific patterns,
hindering the models’ generalization capabilities
across diverse media contexts.

2.2 Spurious Cues
Spurious cues refer to patterns in the data that mod-
els rely on for predictions but do not genuinely
represent the underlying linguistic or semantic phe-
nomena (Niven and Kao, 2019). Multiple authors
demonstrate how NLP models opt for syntactic
shortcuts over real comprehension (McCoy et al.,
2019; Niven and Kao, 2019; Branco et al., 2021).
Wang et al. (2023) suggest strategies like adver-
sarial training and the augmentation of training
datasets to enhance model robustness. However,
whether and to what extent this challenge occurs
for automatic media bias detection is unexplored.
In other areas of NLP, interpretability methods and
adversarial test sets are used to uncover spurious
cues (Angelov et al., 2021; Niven and Kao, 2019).

Interpretability methods, including feature at-
tribution techniques, are employed to understand
model decisions (Angelov et al., 2021). Most of
the current methods leverage gradient-based attribu-
tions (Simonyan et al., 2013; Selvaraju et al., 2017;
Shrikumar et al., 2017; Sundararajan et al., 2017).
On the other hand, Local Interpretable Model-
agnostic Explanations (LIME) (Ribeiro et al., 2016)
offers model-agnostic explanations by fitting local
surrogate models on perturbed data. LIME offers
explainability by assigning attribution scores to ev-
ery input word that indicate the word’s influence
on the classification decision.

2.3 CheckList
Ribeiro et al. (2020) introduce CheckList, an adver-
sarial testing methodology for Natural Language
Processing (NLP) models. It includes a diverse
range of test types designed to probe models on
three main aspects: capabilities, general linguistic
phenomena, and invocations of real-world knowl-
edge. These tests are categorized into the following
types: Minimum Functionality Tests (MFTs) are
simple and focus on fundamental model capabili-
ties. They include simple cases where the correct
behavior is unambiguous. Invariance Tests (INV)
check whether a model’s predictions remain consis-

tent when input is modified in ways that should not
affect the output. Directional Expectation Tests
(DIR) evaluate whether models can handle when
the input is modified, which should affect the out-
put in a known way. For instance, changing a word
in a sentence that reverses its sentiment.

3 Methodology

To examine spurious cues in automatic media bias
detection, a LIME-based feature attribution analy-
sis (FAA) is conducted, and Checklist-based adver-
sarial test sets are constructed. Following Spinde
et al. (2021) for all experiments, a RoBERTa model
fine-tuned on the BABE expert annotation dataset
is used.3

3.1 FAA: Feature Attribution Analysis
We use the Local Interpretable Model-agnostic Ex-
planations (LIME) (Ribeiro et al., 2016) method
to generate feature attributions for each sentence.
LIME generates feature attributions for input X by
fitting a simple linear predictor on a local neighbor-
hood of X . The local neighborhood is created by
a perturbation of X (by randomly swapping and
deleting tokens). For our analysis, we only take
sentences labeled as biased in the BABE dataset
and compute token attributions for each sentence.
We sample 100 points to form a local neighbor-
hood and take each sentence’s top k = 5 attribution
scores. Finally, we average the attribution scores
of all tokens obtained, resulting in a list of 4,237
tokens with their average attribution scores.

3.2 MFT: Named Entity-Based Bias Detection
The MFT is based on the observation that named
entities, independent of their context, are often as-
sociated with bias. To test whether the methods can
identify bias independently of the named entities,
we train a model on a subset of the BABE expert
annotation dataset (Spinde et al., 2021). The model
is evaluated on an independent test set, both with
and without named entities, to examine if the bias
detection rate is consistent.

3.3 INV: Template-based Consistency
The INV test, following Ribeiro et al. (2020)’s ap-
proach, uses templates to check bias detection ro-
bustness. It consists of template sentences whose
bias status should not change when tokens repre-
senting demographics are swapped. Two biased

3Except for the MFT where the model is only trained on a
subset of BABE
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Figure 1: Illustrative display of the INV test case cre-
ation for the category gender. Word lists for different
categories are shown in orange, and exemplary template
sentences are highlighted in blue.

and unbiased sentences that include an interchange-
able token are chosen for the categories gender,
origin, religion, disability, political affiliation, po-
litical affiliation (politician names)4, and occupa-
tion. The bias of these sentences is independent
of the specific tokens. The tokens are systemat-
ically replaced with terms tied to each category.
The terms are collected in three subcategory word
lists (e.g., for gender ’male,’ ’female,’ and ’non-
binary’) per category, leading to a test set of 1,900
sentences, with half being biased. As per Ribeiro
et al. (2020)’s methodology, the construction is
assisted using a generative language model. The
process is visually represented in Figure 1, showing
how test cases are created by merging word lists
with templates.
The sentences undergo classification by the me-

dia bias classifier, assessing if replacing tokens
like gender-associated words affects classification.
Changes in classification indicate potential model
reliance on specific noun-associated shortcuts or
biases rather than objective content analysis. A
detailed display of each category’s sentences is
available in the Appendix B.

4For the category political affiliation, the word lists consist
of nouns associated to political affiliation, whereas for political
affiliation (politician names) the word lists consist of actual
politicians.

3.4 DIR: Quotation Context Analysis

The DIR test evaluates the model’s ability to
discern between biased and unbiased statements
framed as quotations. This distinction is vital in
news content, where frequent quotations do not in-
herently indicate media bias (Haapanen and Perrin,
2017). For example:

• "The new government policy is a disastrous
failure, clearly demonstrating their incompe-
tence." (Biased Statement)

• "Critics argue that the recent economic re-
forms are ’disastrous failure, clearly demon-
strating their incompetence.’" (Unbiased State-
ment)

A template test set featuring biased and unbiased
statements within and outside quotations is used
to evaluate this. The test set consists of 50 biased
sentences, 50 unbiased sentences, and 100 unbiased
sentences that embed the same 50 biased and 50
unbiased statements within quotations.

4 Results

FAA. The list of 4,237 attribution scores from the
BABE dataset ranges from -0.377 to 0.776 (where
a higher absolute value of a score means a higher
influence of the word on the classification deci-
sion). The distribution of attribution scores is right-
skewed, indicating that while most words have a
relatively low influence on the model’s decision, a
small subset carries significantly higher importance
(Figure 2). The words with the highest attribution
score occur only once in the dataset (Figure 3).
These high-attribution words are characterized by
their strong, emotionally charged nature, includ-
ing terms like "Bizarrely," "Lefty," and "heartless-
ness." This suggests that the model may dispropor-
tionately focus on unusual yet strongly connotated
words in its classification process.
MFT. In the Named Entity-Based Bias Detec-
tion MFT, including named entities in the test
set resulted in a macro-average F1-Score of 0.82,
whereas excluding them led to a score of 0.79.
INV. Table 1 displays the classification results of
every category and subcategory of the template-
based test set. For gender, the female-related sen-
tences are classified more accurately (0.75) than
the male-related ones (0.68). Differences of more
than 0.06 in the F1 scores are also found in all other
categories. Notably, the overall detection scores
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vary significantly from 0.67 (occupation) to 0.98
(origin).

Table 1: INV Test Results: Categories and F1-Scores

Category F1-Score

Gender 0.70
Male 0.68

Female 0.75
Non-Binary 0.69

Origin 0.98
European 0.94

African 0.99
Asian 1.00

Religion 0.86
Christianity 0.89
Islam 0.89

Atheism 0.80
Disability 0.84

Physical 0.84
Sensory 0.77
Neurodevelopmental and Mental Health 0.86

Political Affiliation (Politician Names) 0.92
Conservatives 0.97
Liberals 0.91

Socialists 0.89
Political Affilliation 0.86

Left-wing (liberal/progressive) 0.91
Right-wing (conservative) 0.80
Centrist (Moderate) 0.88

Occupation 0.67
Services 0.70

Creative Arts and Media 0.68
Sklilled Trades and Manual Labour 0.64

DIR. In the Quotation Context Analysis, the biased
statements were detected with an 82% accuracy
and the unbiased statements (without quotation)
with a 92% accuracy. For unbiased statements that
entailed biased statements in quotes, the perfor-
mance dropped to 48% and increased for unbiased
quotes to 98%.

5 Discussion

The low attribution scores for most words in the
FAA are to be expected as most words do not
carry any bias-determining information. Yet, the
dependency on strongly connotated, infrequent
words raises concerns about the model’s potential
for context and deeper bias understanding, as it
may overly depend on these words for classifica-
tion. Nevertheless, these FAA results are merely
suggestive of this tendency.
The reduction in both accuracy and F1-score upon
the removal of named entities in the MFT suggests
a dependency of the model on these entities for
bias detection. However, the only moderate decline
in performance metrics indicates a certain level
of robustness in detecting bias independently of

named entities.
The results of the INV test reveal inconsistent
bias detection across categories, indicating a
reliance on spurious cues. Variances in F1 scores
within categories like gender, origin, and religion
suggest bias sensitivity towards specific tokens.
For example, differences in accuracy for ’female’
versus ’male’ and ’non-binary’ in gender and
’African’ and ’Asian’ versus ’European’ in
origin highlight the model’s uneven processing
of demographic identifiers. These disparities,
evident across various categories, demonstrate the
model’s inconsistent approach to neutral templates
with different demographic tokens. The model’s
varied classification performance across categories
suggests that some bias types and sentences are
easier to classify than others. While ideally,
the difficulty level should be uniform across all
sentences, this disparity does not undermine the
findings based on intra-category analysis.
Finally, the results of the DIR indicate that while
the model is proficient in detecting bias in plain
sentences, it fails to differentiate when statements
are in quotations. This confirms what is indicated
by the FAA that the model lacks contextual
understanding. Instead of a deeper language
understanding, it is using simplistic heuristics (like
the presence of adjectives or negative phrases) to
classify sentences as biased. The model fails to
recognize the contextual change when these appear
inside quotations.

6 Conclusion

The study reveals that media bias detection meth-
ods rely on strongly connotated words and named
entities. The model’s classification inconsistencies
across categories such as gender and origin and its
limitations in contextual understanding suggest a
reliance on simplistic heuristics, pointing to spuri-
ous cues and a lack of nuanced language compre-
hension in bias detection. These findings challenge
the generalization capabilities and robustness of
current methods. Future work should extend the
analysis, especially of the adversarial dataset clas-
sifications, as the intra-category differences could
reveal valuable insights into model biases beyond
spurious cues. Furthermore, it should examine mit-
igation strategies such as targeted data augmenta-
tion.
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Limitations

The INV test set is limited by only addressing a
selected number of categories with only a selected
number of subcategories (though often more would
exist). Furthermore, though all sentences were cho-
sen to foster consent on their degree of bias, these
remain open to subjective interpretation. While
the research method uses a binary setup, bias often
manifests in varying degrees and is not strictly bi-
nary (as also indicated by the varying classification
results across the INV categories). Also, some-
times words are not assignable to subcategories, or
some subcategories are missing, e.g., non-binary
equivalents. Finally, the formulation of templates
is hindered by individual words’ context and gram-
mar requirements. The amount of available biased
sentences limits the DIR test. Furthermore, there
are occasions where sentences, including quota-
tions, are biased. Finally, all tests are limited by
only running the tests on a single bias model. For
media bias detection, the model choice has a lim-
ited influence on the overall performance (Wessel
et al., 2023). Also, more recent models like Chat-
GPT do not outperform older transformer mod-
els on media bias classification (Wen and Younes,
2023). However, future work should repeat them
using more diverse methods.
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Figure 2: Distribution of attribution scores.

Figure 3: Distribution of word occurrence and attribution score.
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B INV test cases
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Table 2: INV template sentences per category.

Category Biased Sentence Neutral Sentence

Gender [Gender] are too emotional to handle
high-pressure jobs.

[Gender] can excel in a variety of pro-
fessions.

[Gender] are better at math and science
than others.

[Gender] have the capacity to be great
leaders.

Origin There are concerns about the trustwor-
thiness of individuals from [Origin].

A group of individuals, including those
from [Origin], came to celebrate their
cultural heritage at the local festival.

Studies suggest a higher likelihood of
criminal behavior among individuals
from [Origin].

Throughout history, individuals from
[Origin] have made noteworthy contri-
butions.

Religion Followers of [Religion] are intolerant of
other faiths.

For some people, [Religion] holds im-
mense significance.

Followers of [Religion] cannot be
trusted in business.

[Religion] serves as a central institution
for its followers.

Disability People with [Disability] are a drain on
society, and we shouldn’t have to ac-
commodate their needs.

People with [Disability] should have
equal access to education and employ-
ment opportunities.

It’s clear that people with [Disability]
can’t contribute much; they should stay
out of the workforce.

Many organizations and support groups
provide resources and assistance to in-
dividuals with different [Disability].

Political
Affiliation
(Politician
Names)

[Politician] is the best leader our coun-
try has ever seen.

[Politician] held a press conference yes-
terday to discuss recent policies.

[Politician] is a complete disaster for
our nation.

[Politician] has served multiple terms in
office.

Political Af-
filiation

[Political Affiliation] are ruining our
country.

[Political Affiliation] have their own set
of beliefs and principles.

I can’t trust any [Political Affiliation]. Individuals from the [Political Affilia-
tion] are part of the political landscape.

Occupation It seems like all [Occupation]s prioritize
profit over passion in their careers.

Many students aspire to become [Occu-
pation]s after graduation.

[Occupation]s, while often overlooked,
truly are the pillars of our society’s well-
being.

The conference will feature several
experienced [Occupation]s as keynote
speakers.
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Table 3: Table with biased statements and unbiased quotations (excerpt from the DIR test set).

Category Biased Sentence Unbiased/Neutral Sentence
midrule Gen-
der

Men are naturally better at math than
women.

Some say ’men are naturally better at
math than women.’

Gender Women are not suited for leadership
roles.

Observers comment ’women are not
suited for leadership roles.’

Origin Immigrants often bring crime to our
cities.

It is claimed ’immigrants often bring
crime to our cities.’

Origin People from rural areas are less edu-
cated.

It is stated ’people from rural areas are
less educated.’

Religion Atheists have no moral boundaries. Critics argue ’atheists have no moral
boundaries.’

Religion Christians are too conservative in their
thinking.

It’s believed ’Christians are too conser-
vative in their thinking.’

Disability Disabled individuals cannot perform
well in high-stress jobs.

Some suggest ’disabled individuals can-
not perform well in high-stress jobs.’

Disability Deaf people are not good at following
instructions.

It is often said ’deaf people are not good
at following instructions.’

Politician All politicians are only in it for personal
gain.

Many argue ’all politicians are only in
it for personal gain.’

Politician Young politicians lack the experience to
be effective.

There’s a view that ’young politicians
lack the experience to be effective.’

Political Af-
filiation

Liberals always ignore the practical side
of things.

Some believe ’liberals always ignore the
practical side of things.’

Political Af-
filiation

Conservatives have no concern for the
environment.

It is often voiced ’conservatives have no
concern for the environment.’

Occupation Engineers are bad at communicating
with non-technical people.

A common perception is ’engineers
are bad at communicating with non-
technical people.’

Occupation Artists are not realistic about the world. It is remarked ’artists are not realistic
about the world.’

Gender Females are not as logical as males in
decision-making.

Some argue ’females are not as logical
as males in decision-making.’

Gender Men are less capable of multitasking
than women.

It is claimed ’men are less capable of
multitasking than women.’

Origin Urban dwellers are out of touch with
nature.

Opinions state ’urban dwellers are out
of touch with nature.’

Origin Foreigners are not good at understand-
ing our customs.

It’s said ’foreigners are not good at un-
derstanding our customs.’

Religion Muslims are not tolerant of other reli-
gions.

Critics say ’Muslims are not tolerant of
other religions.’

Religion Buddhists are too detached from reality. Some believe ’Buddhists are too de-
tached from reality.’
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